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SUMMARY 
1. The data in this study serve as inferences for a restricted 
population of farms and soils. The sample was drawn from 160-
acre owner-operated farms in the Marshall silt loam area of six 
southwest Iowa counties. In addition, farms were included in 
the sample only if they contained no more than 25 acres of 
Shelby soils, between 40 and 75 acres of bottomland soils or Mar-
shall silt loam with a slope of 4 percent or less and with the 
remainder of the area made up of Marshall silt loam with a 
slope of more than 4 percent. These sampling controls and re-
striction of the study to a specified strata of farms were exercised 
to insure greater homogeneity (reduce the variance) in the 
quantity and quality of the resources on the farms. Owner-
operator farms alone were included to facilitate the obtaining 
of certain historic data. 
2. The study is concerned with the returns, the resource re-
quirements and the organization of farms which have attained 
varying degrees of erosion control. Differences in these items 
cannot be imputed entirely to erosion control but are jointly the 
result of the quantity of resources employed and their organiza-
tion (combination) on individual farms. In this sense the study 
describes the structure of farms which results in different degrees 
of erosion control. Two methods have been employed as a basis 
for estimation. These include (1) statistical analysis of data 
from 90 sample farms and (2) budget analysis of a subsample' 
of 35 farms. 
3. In the 90-farm sample, net income was positively related to 
conservation attainment at 1945 and 1937-41 prices. At 1931-35 
prices, net income at first increased with erosion control but 
eventually declined. The latter is apparently due to the less fa-
vorable price/cost ratios existing in 1931-35 period and hence 
the fact that marginal (additional) costs became greater than 
marginal (additional) returns at a smaller volume of output than 
under 1945 or 1937-41 prices. For farms at the low end of the 
conservation scale, it is likely that both (a) a reorganization of 
given resources (better rotations, etc.) and (b) the relationship 
between marginal (additional) costs and returns allowed a 
greater net income- even under the price/cost ratios of the 1931-
35 period. 
4. The greater output and income on high conservation farms 
was possible only through use of greater amounts of labor and 
capital. Farmers at the low end of conservation scale were or-
ganized in the direction of cash grain farms, while those attaining 
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the greatest degree of erosion control were in the direction of 
intensive livestock farms which used all of the farm-produced 
crops as feed. Low conservation farms might have increased in-
come (especially at 1945 and 1937-41 prices) simply by feeding 
all of the grain produced. While practices which would control 
erosion might be applied to low conservation farms, income would 
not be as great as on the high conservation farms of the sample 
unlcss additional capital and labor wcre cmployed. 
5. Under budget estimates, farms with a low degree of erosion 
control would have to reduce the acreage of row-crops by a large 
amount relative to farms already attaining a high degree of soil 
conservation. These adjustments ranged between a 35- and a 
2-acre reduction. Accompanying these reductions would be a 
more systematic management of pasture land and crop rotations. 
6. Feed output would increase slightly on high conservation 
farms and by a large amount on low conservation farms. Under 
the existing farming system, total feed production would include 
21.7 percent grain while under the budgeted systcm, grain would 
constitute 29.4 percent of the farm-raised feed supply on the low 
conservation farms. The corresponding figures are 33.3 and 38.9 
percent for the high conservation farms as a group. 
7. ·Were all farms to adopt the projected farming systems, 
those at the low end of the conservation scale might. expect an in-
crease in income of approximately $1,520 at 1945 prices, while 
those at the extreme high of the scale might expect an increase 
slightly more than $100. Associated with these changes in income 
would be a greater total capital investment of $2,737 and $253, 
respectively. Labor requirements would increase by somewhat 
similar proportions. 
8. These incrcments in income would not be forthcoming im-
mediately but only as additional capital and labor are employed 
and become productive and as yield-increasing rotations and me-
chanical practices become effective. Too, the expected increase in 
income would be possible as a result of the application of soil 
conservation practices and the use of more resources only if the 
managerial ability of the operator were great enough to success-
fully operate with more enterprises and a greater amount of re-
sources. 
9. The majority of the farm operators from whom records 
were obtained expressed the belief that farming systems which 
attain soil conservation were profitable. Major reasons given for 
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not adjusting to these included lack of capital (and associated 
risk and uncertainty), changes (and prospective changes) in the 
level of prices, attempts to attain economic security and lack of 
technical knowledge. Within the framework of limited capital, 
economic insecurity and the variability and uncertainty of the 
market, it is likely that farmers who had not made full adjust-
ment to farming systems which control erosion were making 
rational decisions within their own technical knowledge and eco-
nomic environment. Removal of these economic factors would 
undoubtedly facilitate adjustment in the direction of greater 
conservation. However, for farms at the low end of the conserva-
tion scale, it appears that a considerable adjustment (in the direc-
tion of greater erosion control) would add to income without 
adding to risks or capital requirements. Especially important 
here would be the application of improved rotations which make 
possible greater grain production even from fewer acres and the 
use of contouring and terraces where the latter practices require 
no capital or only a small additional outlay. 
Returns From and 
Capital Required for 
Soil Conservation Farming Systems 
.A Study of a Specific Population of Farms and Soils 
By EARL O. HEADY AND CARL W. ALLEN 
Soil conservation is one of the more basic and complex agri-
cultural problems which face individual farmers and society. 
Given the physical means of preventing soil erosion, both are 
faced with questions of (1) the level of conservation which is 
economic and (2) the economic means of attaining the desired 
level of conservation. Long-range conservation policy should con-
sider two types of conservation practices or plans: (1) Those 
which are profitable both to society and the individual farmer 
and adoption of which may be brought about by education and 
technical assistance. (2) Those which are economic to society but 
are unprofitable to the individual and which can be attained only 
as institutions are altered or as public assistance is put into ef-
fect. The individual farm is a focal point in either case. Cost and 
returns must be determined for the individual farm as a manage-
ment or decision-making unit before" complete evaluation can be 
made of alternative approaches to soil conservation. 
Accomplishments in the direction of empirical research in con-
servation economics have not been great. This is·partially due to 
the fact that relatively little research has been carried out in this 
specific area of investigation. Probably of equal importance, 
however, is the complexity of research relating to the economics 
of conservation. A few specific practices such as terracing or 
contouring can be evaluated readily on t.he basis of experimental 
results. The effects of other conservation measures which change 
the st.ructure of farm organization are not easily isolated and 
cannot be studied through controlled experiments but must con-
sider farms as entities and the interrelations~ips between farms 
of an area. 
Progress in adoption of erosion control measures has not been 
rapid in many areas where such measures appear desirable. Iso-
lation of those instances ip. which adoption ot erosion control 
measures is profitable to the individual should facilitate an in-
creased rate of adoption through educational channels. Equally 
lProject 1085 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. This study would 
have been impossible without the guidance and assistance provided by A A 
Aandahl, G. M. Browning and Frank Riecken of the Iowa State College Agro~omy 
Department and Frank Mendell and others of the Soil Conservation Service of the 
U. S. Department of AgricultUre. 
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important is the isolation of any instances in which soil conserva-
tion is unprofitable to the individual. Only then can society 
determine objectively the extent and means by which it should 
aid the individual operator. 
OBJECTIVES ' 
, This study is generally concerned with costs of and returns 
from soil conserving (erosion control) farming systems. The 
specific objectives are to estimate (1) returns from farming 
systems which result in various degrees of conservation, (2) 
ca,pital employed under soil conserving farming systems and (3) 
the organizational structure of farms with varying degrees of 
erosion control. The investigation was initiated as an exploratory 
study. It relates to a specific group of farms and a specific asso-
ciation of soils. The study was restricted to a limited population 
in order to (a) provide findings which might apply to a given 
farm situation, (b) place the study on a manageable basis in 
terms of the detail involved and (c) appraise the feasibility of 
extending the methods employed to other farm situations. The 
procedures employed are reported in some detail for the benefit 
of others interested in the problem being analyzed and the pro-
cedures employed. Both the nature and limitations of the find-
ings are outlined througho~t the bulletin. 
THE PROBLEM ANALYZED 
For areas with an erosion hazard, problems of the soil break 
down into two related but somewhat distinct categories. One of 
these is the short-run problem of productivity as expressed in the 
relation of output of product (total yield of grain, forage or other 
crops) to input of variable production elements (fertilizer, seed, 
labor, tractor fuel, etc.). The economic problem here is one of 
equating marginal (additional) costs and marginal (additional) 
returns in the absence or the control of erosion. The second or 
long-run problem relates to productivity as permanently affected 
by erosion (and other factors associated with the structure of 
soil). The two aspects are partially interrelated. Adoption of 
crosion control measures, such as contouring or rotations includ-
ing more legumes, may simultaneously increase the available sup-
ply of moisture and plant food elements. On the other hand, 
application of nitrogen fertilizer may incr'ease crop vields with-
out resulting in erosion control. 'The focal point of this study, 
however, is soil erosion control. Other aspects of productivity 
al'e studied as a by-product of and as related to erosion control. 
No attempt has been made to measure or evaluate aspects of soil 
productivity which are per se unrelated to erosion. 
The analysis is largely in terms of soil conservation (erosion 
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control) as an integral part of the over-all management of a farm. 
A major part of the study relates to the organization, the capital 
requirements and the returns for farming systems which result 
in different degrees of erosion control. Erosion control practices 
and farming systems are viewed in a farm management frame-
work in which the economy of varying techniques or organization 
is to be evaluated. 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 
'rhe current study is descriptive in the sense that simple em-
pirical techniques are employed to suggest structural organiza-
tion of farms which allow attainment of varying degrees of 
erosion control. Methods which might allow estimation of the 
interrelationship of (a) the several variables concerned or (b) 
the basis of the somewhat distinct production and decision-mak-
ing relationships involved have not been employed. Basically, 
conservation (in its economic aspects) is a specific problem of 
more general production economics. The economic decision of 
whether or not to retain a specific soil structure parallels the deci-
sion of whether or not a dairy barn should be kept in repair or 
allowed to detcriorate over time. More detailed techniques of 
analysis thus must be applied to problems of soil conservation 
before refined estimates of the productivity of specific resource 
inputs or investment can be made. Two related but yet somewhat 
distinct sets of production economics models might well be em-
ployed as a basis for these inferences. Included here are (1) the 
derivation of more general production functions of the least 
squares or the simultaneous equation type with emphasis on the 
latter to allow estimation of the effect of variables entering into 
long-run decisions in respect to resource investment and (2) the 
derivation of more specific proQuction functions in order to allow 
estimates of the marginal rates of substitution of grain for forage 
crops in both (a) the crop rotation and (b) the livestock ration. 
The first type of estimate may be accomplished from farm samples 
by production economists. The second can be best provided 
through cooperative projects by production economists and 
agronomists and animal husbandmen. While work is now being 
initiated which will allow. refined estimates of the nature out-
lined, the purposes of the current study are in an entirely dif-
ferent direction.2 
'Models and application of the procedures outlined can be found in the following: 
Hurwicz, Leonoid. Theory of the firm and investment. Econometrica, 14: 259·264. 
1946. 
Heady, Earl O. Production functions derived from a random farm sample. Jour. 
Farm Econ., 29 :989·1004. 1946. 
Heady, Earl O. Economics of crop rotations. Jour. Farm Econ., 30:645.664.1948. 
A production fUnctioll adapted to a specific ecollomic model is being derived from 
the sample data as 811 alterllative approach to the productivity of reSOUrces employed. 
No attempt has heell mnde, howe\'er, to incorporate these estimates illto the currellt 
descriptive study. 
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SAMPLE AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
'rhe methods employed in this study are partially variations 
and refinements of thofie used in previous studies. In an attempt 
to evaluate the economic benefits from soil conservation farming 
systems, two somewhat distinct procedures have been employed 
in this study. These include (1) comparisons of returns, capital 
investment, and organization for a cross-sectional sample of farms 
at a given point in time and (2) budget estimates of the entire 
organization for a subsample of these farms. While the most ap-
propriate sample for the study might have included a combina-
tion of cross-sectional and time-series data with the detail of the 
cnrrent study, the procedure was not feasible in terms of the 
time and funds available 
FARM POPULATION 
Since possible limitations of previons studies have grown out of 
insufficient stratification of the sample farms by soil type and 
slope, general farming techniques and price environment, the 
steps outlined below havc been observed: In the attempt to attain 
greater homogeneity in the basic resources of the farms studied, 
a random sample was drawn from a population rcstricted to 160-
acre, owner-operated farms ·and a specific association of soils in 
the six southwestern Iowa counties of Page, Fremont, Montgom-
ery, Mills, Cass and Pottawattamie. The 90-farm sample was 
drawn in this geographic area partially because of the rolling 
topography, heavy cropping program and erosion problem in 
general but also because experimental observation of crop yields 
and soil loss under terracing, contouring, rotations and other 
erosion control measures on the major soil type studied were 
available for budget analysis from the Soil Conservation Experi-
mental Farm in Page County. The extent of adoption of con-
servation practices in southwest Iowa was an added reason why 
this geographic area was selected for study. 
Farms were included or retained in the sample only if they 
qualified in respect to upper and lower acreage limits of certain 
soil typcs and degree of slope and irrespective of whether or not 
they had a formal plan in effect with the Soil Conservation Dis-
trict.3 Owner-operated farms alone were included in order to 
increase the accuracy of history in cropping systems and other 
conservation practices. 
'A considerable number of farms in the sample did have formal plans with the 
Soil Conservation Districts in the counties. Too, a fairly large number of other 
farmers were following recommended practices. Perhaps .. gre .. ter propurtion of 
farmers in southwest low .. foHow recommellded practices tholl holds trlle ill allY 
other part of the state. A po •• ib'e hypothesis explaining the latter is that farmers 
have beell influenced by the Soil Conservation Experimental Farm in Page County, 
~vhich has beell maillly devoted to experiments related to erosion control, as well as 
the early conservation work on farms in southwest Iowa. 
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SOIL POPULATION 
The predominant soil in the area is Marshall silt loam with 
slope ranges from 2 to 11 percent and with an initially high con-
tent of available phosphorus and potassium, and high base satu-
ration.4 The erosion hazard is slight on the moderate slopes when 
the land is in intertilled crops but is severe for land with longer 
and greater slopes. Marshall silt loam is of loessial origin and is 
found in large individual areas in the six counties in which the 
study was made. The subsoil is moderately permeable, and thc 
natural internal drainage is good. The surface soil varies from 
5 to 24 and originally averaged around 11 inches. This soil is 
productive, and high crop yields are possible on well managed 
land. 
Few if any farms in the area include Marshall silt loam alone, 
however. 'Because of the rolling topography of the area and the 
related factors associated with soil formation, Marshall silt loam 
is typically found on farms in association with some amount of 
either bottomland soils in the valleys, Minden silt loam on the 
level ridges or Shelby silt loam on the steepcr slopcs. Several of 
these soil types can often be found even within a 40-acre field. 
Although Marshall silt loam is predominant, many farms scat-
tered throughout the entire geographic area have a large acreage 
of associated soils. In order to obtain a sample of farms reason-
ably homogeneous in respect to basic soil rcsonrces while still re-
taining a somewhat typical association of soils, upper limits were 
placed on the acreage of soils other than Marshall silt loam. Soil 
maps were made of each individual farm indicating the soil types, 
degree of slope and degree of erosion for each individual farm as 
a means of delimiting the farms to be retained in the Hample. 
(Further dctails on sample selection can be found in Appendix 
A, page 359.) Farms retained in the sample contained no more 
than 25 acres of Shelby soils and between 40 and 75 acrcs in com-
bination of bottomland soils or Marshall silt loam with a slope of 
4 perccnt or less. Thc remainder of the area was thus composed 
of Marshall silt loam with a slope of more than 4 percent.5 A 
sample drawn at random within thc entire boundaries of the soil 
a:,;sociation area might include farms which have adopted but few 
conservation practices yet show a relatively high level of output 
'~'or " more detailed discussion of Mnrshall silt loam and associnted soils see: 
Hiecken, }'. F., and O. D. Smith. Principal upland soil types of Iowa. Agronomy 
49 (lIlimeo.), Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. June 1\)49. 
Brown, P. E. Soils of Iowa. Iowa Agr. P;"l'. St •. Special Rellort No. il. Nov. 1936. 
"While the. estimatcs prov~d~d in thi. study re~er to " strictly defined .truta of 
fnrllls and s()l)s, the Rample If\ llot tH'arly so restTicted n~ that for ,vhich the 8tnal1 
}JlotH in :lgrOJlOmy or the trial lots in animal hlU1.hnndry xerYe as th<e ba1Si~ for infer· 
ence to a wider popUlation of soil arenf' or species of animals. Too, there is hasi~ 
for suggesting that " study which applies to " homogeneous population is more 
useful than one which is based on " heterogeneous population but applies strictly 
to no one particular strata in the aggregate population. 
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and income because of a large area of productive level, bottom or 
ridge lands. Or conversely, a farm which had adopted many con-
servation practices might show a relatively low level of output 
and income because it includes a large acreage of less productive 
or eroded Shelby and related soils. The sample was restricted to 
a population of farms with similar soils as a step in eliminating 
the possibility that difference in production and returns resulting 
from variations in soil might be imputed to the presence or ab-
sence of conservation practices . 
.AN.ALYSIS .AND OL.ASSIFIC.ATION OF D.AT.A 
The statistical technique most efficient in analyzing data of the 
nature investigated here has not been definitely established. The 
economic results should be conditioned partially or entirely by the 
underlying agronomic and engineering practices employed in 
erosion control. Differences in revenue (or costs) should corre-
spond with the differences in yields and makeup of crop produc-
tion under such combinations of practices as (1) terraces versus 
no terraces, (2) contour and strip cropping versus up-hill farm-
ing, (3) 3-year versus 4-year and 5-year rotations, and similar 
practices. In agronomic and engineering investigations analysis 
of variance is commonly employed to test the significance of dif-
ferences between mean yields and these apparently discrete prac-
tices. The same statistical techniques should likewise apply to 
the dollars-and-cents counterpart of these yield differences. Yet 
the attainment of soil conservation on farms is actually one of 
degree growing out of varying combinations of practices, and the 
relationship might well be looked upon as one of a continuous 
functional relationship between economic returns and input of 
eapital, labor or other resource invested in conservation prac-
tices. Too, the livestock organization becomes structurally re-
lated to the cropping system of the farm. For these reasons, two 
techniques of analysis and presentation have been employed. 
First, the 90 farms were classified into two groups on the basis of 
erosion control; experimental data on soil loss were related to 
mechanical practices and cropping systems (in the manner out-
lined below) in estimating the degree of erosion control. The two 
groups are referred to on the following pages as "high" conserva-
tion and "low" conservation farms for the purpose of presenta-
tion of certain data. Second, regression analysis was employed 
,,,ith the entire sample of farms to test hypotheses relative to the 
relationship between certain variables and degree of conservation 
or erosion control. 
In order to describe and analyze farms which have attained 
various degrees of soil eonservation, some index of conservation 
attainment was a necessary step in the study. Since numerical 
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values are not attached to the distinct and discrete practices 
which control erosion, an index of conservation based on soil loss 
was devised. Experimental data from the Soil Conservation 
Experimental Farm in Page County show the historical soil loss 
per acre for different crop sequences and mechanical practices 
applied to Marshall silt loam. These experimental data were 
employed to establish the "expected" tons of soil loss per year for 
each farm included in the study. The "computed" soill08s per 
acre (for the previous 5 years as indicated in Appendix B) was 
employed as the measure of erosion control. The soil loss per 
year was then converted into a conservation index. A farm 
averaging a zero (no) soil loss was given a conservation index of 
100 while one averaging 40 tons loss per acre per year was given 
a score of 60. As indicated previously, agronomists estimate that 
a 5-ton loss for Marshall silt loam soils (a conservation index of 
95) is permissible in terms of maintaining soil productivity. 
However, only two of the farms in the sample had a computed 
soil loss of less than 10 tons per acre annually. Only three farms 
had a computed soil loss of more than 60 tons. While the tech-
nique employed in estimating average annual soil loss and hence 
in establishing a conservation score for each farm is perhaps 
subject to error, it appeared more nearly acceptable than alter-
native approaches. The range of conservation index employed 
in presentation of regression estimates is 35 to 90. 
While data for the high and low conservation farms are in-
cluded in tabular form, interpretation of these should be made 
with caution. These figures tend to underemphasize the range in 
the sample for items such as income, capital investment and re-
lated items. For example, the differences in 1945 net income shown 
in table 3 amount to only slightly more than $1,000. However, 
the estimates. based on regression analysis indicate a range of 
more than $2,000 for the extremes of the sample. The tabular 
data suggest differences only between farms falling at the mean 
conservation index for the two groups. The regression analysis 
provides a more appropriate basis for inferences between farms 
which fall at the extreme ranges or other points of the conserva-
tion index.6 While table 5 indicates a difference of approximately 
1 month in quantity of labor used, fig. 5 indicates a difference of 
around 5 months from the lowest to the highest range of the index. 
HOMOGENEITY OF FARMS 
Data indicating the association of soils on the farms of the 
sample are included in table 1. Two statistical techniques were 
"In each case where regression coefficients are employed, the possibility of both 
linear and curvilinear relationships has been tested. Where a curvilinear term was 
not significant at the 5 percent level of probabillty, the linear regression alone has 
been presented. . . 
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TABLE 1. MEAN ACRES PER FARM OF SPECIFIED SOIL TYPES b'OR 
mOH CONSERVATION AND LOW CONSERVATION FARMS. 
Acres of specified soils 
Marshall Marshall 
silt loam, silt loam 
Bottom- less than 4 r,;;rcent Shelby Total acres 
land soils 4 percent s ope or silt loam (excluding 
Conservation group slope over roads) 
High conservation •••••••••• 2~.9 35.0 90.8 4.9 157.1 
Low conservation .......... 25.3 39.4 86.3 9.9 158.5 
employed to test homogeneity (or lack of homogeneity) of soils 
associations on the sample farms: (1) Regression coefficients 
(linear and curvilinear) were computed for the entire sample 
between the soil loss index and the number of acres of soil on 
each farm of (a) the various soil types, (b) the various slope 
groups and (c) crop acres. (2) Analysis of variance tests were 
made between these same items for the low and the high conser-
vation farms. Neither the regression coefficients nor mean differ-
ences were statistically significant at the 5 percent level of proba-
bility. To the extent that lack of relationship between soil loss 
and slope or soil type is objective indication of homogeneity, the 
inference can be made that the farms represent a single popula-
tion in respect to basic soil resources. 
ADDITIONAL CONTROLS 
The possibility also exists that a sample of farms homogeneous 
in r!-,!spect to basic soil resources might differ in respect to other 
technical or economic attributes, which are unrelated to erosion 
control. Cer:tain aspects of farm organization are related to the 
method or degree of conservation achieved. Thus any attempt to 
select a population of farms with given crop yields or which em-
ploy a single cropping system, livestock system and method of 
livestock production would simultaneously limit the range of 
conservation found on farms. There are other variations in farm 
operation, however, which are not functionally related to adop-
tion of conservation methods. A possible one, differences growing 
out of seasonal price variations, was eliminated by reducing all 
saleable products of a given quality to a common price basis 
(when the possible variations were not related to the conservation 
farming' system). Too, all farms were put on a common debtol' 
and income source basis by excluding interest payments, custom 
work and other off-farm receipts and expenses in computing net 
returns. 
Two teclmical ratios, the only ones readily observed, were ex-
amined in an attempt to determine whether the farms differed 
in respect to techniques unrelated to conservation. There were 
(1) feed required per 100 pounds of pork produced and (2) but-
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terfat production per cow. The analysis indicated no relationship 
between the soil loss per farm and either production per cow or 
feed used per 100 pounds of pork produced. (Regression coeffi-
cients were not significant at the 20 percent level of probability.) 
On the basis of thcse statistics, the farms appear to be similar in 
respect to the two nonconservation practi'ces/ It is entirely pos-
sible, however, that the sample does not repr~sent a single popu-
lation in respect to other non conservation practices. 
The survey rccords upon which analysis of the next section is 
based were taken over a year's period (1946). They are thus sub-
ject to the normal memory bias for data of this nature. Part of 
the financial and related schedules were taken directly from the 
accounts of individual farmers. Although nearly all of farmers 
in the survey kcpt accounts, access to these was not possible in 
all instances. 
ANALYSIS OF INCOME 
l'he analysis of this section deals with income, capital em-
ployed and general organization of the sample farms on the basis 
of the 1945 production patterns. Budget analysis of the sub-
sample farms for an extended time period and economic evalu-
ation of single practices follow in subsequent sections. The data 
of this section apply not only to the restricted farm population 
already outlined but also relate to 1945 as one sample in time as 
far as the pattern and level of physical production are concerned. 
NET INCOME 
Although the enumeration was made in 1946, net farm income 
was relatcd to degree of erosion control for three different price 
and cost levcls. Prices and costs for the single year 1945 and as 
averages for the years 1937-41 and 1931-35 were applied to physi-
cal production, sales and purchases to suggest possible differences 
in income which might grow out of varying price levels and price 
relationships (but not as a prediction that anyone of these pricc 
relationships might hold in thc future). Capital investment and 
other value figures in later sections refer to 1945 only. 
Some important variations in price levels and relationships 
which might have impacts on the economic return of conservation 
farming did exist in the three periods (table 2). Price ceilings 
were still in effect during the high price period of 1945 and these 
favored some crops and livestock products more than others .. In 
the period 1937-41, prices had recovered somewhat from the low 
of the depression years and the Agricultural Adjustment Act en-
'Lack of significant relationship for the items specified may have resulted how. 
ever, not alone because real differences were absent, but also because of rel~tively 
large variations in Observations or measurement of the two technical ratios The 
latter bypothesis is perhaps most important for feed per 100 pounds of' pork 
\lro,luced. 
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TABLE 2. INDEX OF PRIOES REOEIVED BY IOWA FAllERS FOR SPEOIFIED 
OOlIHlODITIE'S, 1945, 1987-41 and 1931·35. (1937-41=100.)* 
Commodity 
Com ............................................ .. 
Oats .............................................. . 
Soybeans .... _ .................................... . 
Hay .............................................. . 
~fJ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Lambs ........................................... .. 
Butterfat ......................................... . 
Eggs ............................................. .. 
1945 
192 
244 
232 
179 
147 
151 
157 
173 
200 
*Based on data from Iowa Farm Science, Feb. 1946. 
1937-41 1931-35 
100 88 
100 107 
100 80 
100 115 
100 52 
100 66 
100 66 
100 80 
100 71 
couraged relatively greater production but generally less favor-
able prices for hay (and hay-consuming livestock) than for grain 
(and grain-consuming livestock). During the depreSl?ion period, 
1931-35, all prices were low, grain production was large relative 
to hay and pasture, and the downward movement of prices in the 
first part of the period was unfavorable to the purchase of cattle 
and other roughage-consuming livestock fed out and sold at a 
later date. 
Within the limits of variations in forage and grain (or forage-
produced and grain-produced livestock) price relationships rep-
resented by the different periods, the soil-conserving farm system 
was economically advantageous (table 3 and fig. 1). Income for 
the high conservation group was 127.2, 131.7 and 120.0 percent 
greater than for the low conservation farms under the three 
respective price situations. There are, however, two consider-
ations which are not adequately reflected in the static figures of 
table 3. One of these is the possible gain or loss growing out of 
price fluctuations. This is especially important for a farming 
system in which the increased roughage resulting from erosion 
control is utilized through livestock purchased at one time and 
sold at a later date or which required a longer period of produc-
tion. Relative gains or losses from price variations are reflected 
somewhat in the price periods selected. However, during a down-
swing in the price level, a farming system which includes feeder 
stock may return relatively less than suggested by the figures. 
This diminution in income results as stock bought at one price 
level is sold later after a price decline. Similarly, an investment 
in a beef breeding or dairy herd during a period of high prices 
might return a lower or even a negative return were prices to fall 
TABLE B. NET FARM INOOME UNDER THREE PRIOE LEVELS (DOLLARS). 
Farm group 1945 prices 1937-41 prices 1931-35 prices 
High conservation ......................... 4,915 2,512 1,209 
Low conservation ......................... 3,864 1,907 1,007 
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immediately after the invest-
. ment. The revenue and income 
effect also holds true during a 
period of rising prices. Profits 
from an enterprise in which 
livestock is bought and sold or 
which requires a long produc-
tion period to return the in-
itial gain will be augmented by 
the changes in the price level 
as well as through the produc-
tion process itself. Finally, the 
figures of table 2 are based on 
production data for the single 
year of 1945. Data for an aver-
age of several years might well 
differ from those of 1945. 
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CONSERVATIQN INDEX 
NATURE OF RETURNS ~'ig. 1. Relationship between net in· 
come at three price and cost levels and 
The effect of low prices .on conservation index. 
income is more nearly indicated 
by the r£'gression analysis of fig. 1 which indicates that although 
successively greater incomes were associated with greater degrees 
of erosion control and related farming systems under 1945 and 
1937-41 price relationships, income would have reached a maxi-
mum and then declined under 1931-35 price relationships. This 
eventual diminution under 1931-35 prices might be explained as 
follows: The farms with the highest degree of conservation at-
tainment were those specializing in large inventories and sales 
of livestock. Feeder cattle and hogs were the predominant types 
of livestock for this particular range of the sample. While cattlE' 
feeding was a profitable enterprise nnder 1945 and 1937-41 price 
relationships, it was an enterprise in which buying and· selling 
prices alone resulted in losses for years in the period 1931-35. 
Too, the income data have been computed to include labor costs 
only for workers actually hired (to more nearly suggest income 
and cost changes which result as seale of output is extended be-
yond that which can be handled by operator and available'family 
labor). Thus the livestoek-price/labor-eost ratio was less favor-
able to increasing income through use of greater amounts of labor 
in the period 1931-35 as compared to the period 1937-41 or 1945. 
'l'his appears to be one important explanation of the decrease in 
total net returnH aHHociated with the farming systems falling in 
the rallge of greatest erosion control. Generally, it was at this 
point (conservation index of 70) that labor employed extended 
beyond the 15 months ordinarily supplied by the operator and 
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family members on 160-acre farms. While labor costs do not 
enter into the accounting of total net farm income up to this' 
point, they do become out-of-pocket. costs as additional labor is as-
sociated with erosion-control farming systems. Other price/cost 
ratios may also help explain why greater degrees of erosion con-
trol and related farming systems finally result in a diminution 
of income under 1931-35 prices. Too, while greater degrees of 
conservation attainment were associated with lower incomes be-
yond an index of approximately 30 and at 1931-35 prices, it 
should be emphasized that the two were positively related (higher 
net incomes associated with greater erosion control) up to this 
point. Partly, the farms at the low end of the conservation scale 
were following rotations and other practices which were not the 
most prQfitable at any price level (e.g., a reorganization of given 
resources through better rotations, etc., would have resulted in 
a greater output without greater costs). Also, the marginal (ad-
ditional) costs were less than the marginal returns for smaller 
volume of output (and resource employment). 
Under 1945 and 1937-41 prices and costs, income was positively 
associated with conservation attainment throughout the range of 
observations sampled. However, the addition to income was less 
than proportional to the conservation index. Each additional 
degree of erosion control was associated with smaller and smaller 
increments to net income. While the data do not support the 
hypothesis that a range of decreasing total net returns might 
exist within the range of conservation attainment and farming 
systems observed, the statistics cannot be inferred to indicate 
that net returns might continue to increase indefinitely as capital 
investment and erosion control is extended to a point where no 
soil is lost ( a range outside the observations of the sample). The 
computed annual soil loss per acre on the sample .farms ranged 
from 65 to 10 tons. The lower limit of 10 tons is still two times 
greater than the. 5-ton loss which agronomists estimate as per-
missible if serious deterioration through gully erosion is to be 
prevented. 
Possible reasons why net income might increase at a diminish-
ing rate include the following: (1) The nature of the basic physi-
cal and yield relationships involved. Conservation of soil gener-
ally requires two types of practices including (a) agronomic 
practices involving a shift of land from grain and row crops to 
grass and legumes or other close-growing crops and (b) engineer-
ing practices involving contouring, terracing and other mechani-
cal inputs. Doubling the rate (reducing spacing by 'one-half) at 
~vhich terraces, for example, are applied does not necessarily 
double the yields forthcoming as surface soil is retained and rain-
fall is conserved. Too, rotation experiments indicate that while 
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cropping systems which include a greater amount or proportion 
of legumes can result in an incrcaRed total grain production from 
a given land acreage, continued extension of the proportion of 
the land in grain eventually results ill a decrease in total grain 
production. For example, data from thc Soil Conservation Ex-
perimental Farm in Page County indicate that 100 acres of 
Marshall silt loam planted continuously to corn would have av-' 
eraged 2,675 bushels pCI' year in the period 1938-48.8 On the 
basis of these data, 100 acres of land under a 3-year rotation, 
corn-oats-meadow, would have produced 56 tons of hay and 
also 2,941 bushels of corn equivalent (including oats converted 
to a corn basis in terms of total digestible nutrients). How-
ever, it is likely that a greater proportion of land in forage 
would result in a decreased rather than an increased total grain 
production' from a given land area. Thus those farms which 
have controlled erosion to the greatest extent and have longer 
rotations have undoubtedly extended forage to a point where 
it is competitive (reduces total grain output) rather than com-
plementary (increases total grain output). (2) The order of 
adoption of soil conservation practices. The most widespread 
mechanical practice found on farms was contouring. Prac-
tically all farms in the sample were employing this practice as 
a basis for agricultural conservation payments from the Pro-
duction and Marketing Administration. Farms with a medium 
degree of erosion control generally combined longer rotation with 
contouring, while mainly the farms highest in erosion control com-
bined terraces with contouring and even longer rotations. Experi-
mental evidence would also suggest that the greatest increment 
in yield and hencc income would come within a range of conser-
vation attainment falling at the extreme (low conservation) end 
of the sample observation. (3) The farming systems interrelated 
with erosion control. As has already been indicated, around 14-
15 months of family labor were generally available on the 160-
acre farms studied while labor was hired on those farms with the 
greatest output. Since livestock production and total output 
were positively associated with degree of erosion control. (or vice 
versa), additions to total nct returns at a decreasing rate also 
would be expected as a greater and greater proportion of the 
labor is hired. Too, the increased volumc of livestock with which 
erosion-control farming is associated requires a relatively greater 
input of labor, purchased feeds, equipment and other cost inputs 
than the morc nearly cash grain farming system found on farms 
where the dcgree of conscrvation attainment is smaller. 
"For further details on the rotation experiment and yield result. see: Iowa Stote 
College annual reports of studies at the Soil Conservation Experimental Farm 
Clarinda, Iowa. Iowa Agr. Ext. Serv., Soil Con •. Serv., Bur. of Plant Itld., U. S: 
j)Pl't. Agr. Agronomy 23, 40, 61 and 88. 1932·1949. 
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While the section above has related income to degree of erosion 
control or conservation attainment, it cannot be inferred that 
erosion control per se is the cause of the greater income. Perhaps 
more important is the system of farming of which erosion control 
is partly" an effect and partly a cause. While many of the farmers 
in the sample had adjusted their livestock and general farm or-
ganization to erosion-control rotations, mechanical practices and 
general conservation plans, a large number were also producing 
a large amount of grass and legumes because this procedure fitted 
in with their normal operations of a heavy livestock program and 
the need for a large amount of pasture and forage. Finally, while 
many of the farms at the low end of the conservation scale might 
increase their returns alone through adoption of systematic rota-
tions, contouring and terracing or other practices which add or 
conserve nitrogen, organic matter, moisture or other production 
elements to the soil, those of the higher end of the scale have suc-
cessively higher incomes, perhaps mainly because of the added 
capital, labor and other resources or the general farming system 
employed. Rather than infer that the degree of conservation is 
the cause of the greater income, a more appropriate inference is 
that those farming systems which controlled erosion and em-
ployed greater labor and capital were profitable under the price 
and cost relationships of 1945, 1937-41 and 1931-35 to the extent 
that added returns were greater than added costs. 
FIDUCIAL LIMITS 
While the derived regression coefficients serve as a basis for 
the curves of fig. 1, it should also be emphasized that the range 
of the fiducial limits to which the relevant probability statements 
apply are of considerable absolute magnitude as is generally true 
of farm sample (or experimental) data. However, the range of 
these limits is undoubtedly much less than would have been true 
had the popUlation not been so highly restricted and the sample 
designed accordingly.9 
GROSS INCOME 
Figure 2 indicates the relationship between gross income at 
1945 prices and the conservation index. While a given increase in 
conservation index was associated with a somewhat greater pro-
0After inspection of the data, three eqnations were tried as alternative hypotheses 
as to the nature of the regression relationship between returns and conservation index. 
These were (1) Y=a+bX (linear) (2) Y=a+bX+cX. (in increase in income at a 
rate smaller Dr greater than the Increase In magnitude of conservation index or an 
increase and then a decrease in total net income) and (3) log Y=a+bX+cX"+dX' 
(an increase in returns first at a greater and finally then at a lesser rate than con· 
servation index) and (4) Y=a+bX+cX2+dX. (an increase and decrease in total 
net returns). 'Vhile the second regression accounted for a significant portion of vari· 
anCe of income over the linear (1) the third and fourth reJr.ssion equations were 
not significant over the second at the 5 percent level of probability for any set of prire •. 
The equations derived from the data and used a8 the hasis of fig. 1 are (1) 
Y=-580.0+149.613X-.7941X. for 1945 prices: (2) Y=-1076.0+88.477X-
.48a9X· for 1937-41 prices and (8) Y=1008.4+67.531X-.4843X· for 1931-35 prices. 
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Fig. 2. (Left.) Relationship between gross income at 1945 prices and Conserva· 
tion index. 
Fig. 3. (Right.) Relationship between average cost per $100 gross income at 1945 
prices and conservation index. 
portional increase in gross income, it is unlikely that the explana-
tion for this relationship is to be found in conservation practices 
per se. The direct effect of rotations or mechanical practices on 
gross income must be through increases in yields per acre. Pre-
liminary inspection of a scatter diagram of corn yields on con-
servation index suggested the hypothesis that if a regression 
relationship existed it was curvilinear in the sense that thc in-
crease in yield was less than proportional to the magnitude of the 
conscrvation index. However, neither linear nor curvilinear re-
gression coefficients werc significant at the 5 percent level 
of probability.10 
COST RELATIONSHIPS 
Other explanations for the naturc of the relationship are (1) 
the possibility that managcrial ability and efficiency is generally 
paralleled by degrce of conservation attainment and (2) that the 
input of cost elements in total was proportionately greater for 
farms with a higher conservation index. Aside from the statistics 
mentioned earlicr, measurement of the first has been impossible. 
The structure of costs as related to conservation index is indicated 
in fig. 3. Evidcntly the curvilinear regression bctween gross in-
come and conservation index can be explained by a similar rela-
tionship between cost inputs and conservation attainments, as is 
suggestcd in fig. 3. This relationship is suggcsted by thc U shape 
of the average cost curve in fig. 3. The downward sloping portion 
10The regression equation upon which fig. 2 is based is Y=7033.7+11.604X+ 
.I935X2. 
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of the curve indicates successively lower costs per $100 gross 
income and is to be explained by the spreading of fixed costs over 
a greater output (a relationship involved in any type of produc-
tion and entirely unrelated to. erosion control) and the possibility 
of increasing physical returns (an increase in yields more than 
proportional to changes in rotations, mechanical and other prac-
tices associated with soil conservation) in the first ranges of ero-
sion control. The positively inclined portion of the average cost 
curve indicated that the ,greater outputs on farms with higher 
erosion control were obtained with increasingly greater cost out-
lays. Furthermore, these increases in per unit cost were great 
enough to more than offset any decline in per unit costs directly 
associated with the spreading of fixed costs over a greater output. 
Thus while the gross output (or gross profits) increased at a 
faster rate than degree of conservation attainment, costs in-
creased at even greater rates with the result that net income at 
1945 prices increased at a decreasing rate (e.g. each 1 percent 
increase in conservation index was associated with an increase of 
less than 1 percent in net income). While increasing at a decreas-
ing rate, net income at 1945 and 1937-41 prices never reached a 
point of absolute decline because the addition to costs (marginal 
costs) were evidently less than the addition to gross return (mar-
ginal return). The reason for the increasingly greater costs on 
farms with higher degrees of erosion control are partially sug-
gested in the following section on general farm organization. 
GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF FARMS 
On the farms studied several yield-increasing practices already 
mentioned were associated with erosion control. Corn yields 
averaged 11.3 bushels greater on the high conservation farms. 
Ho,vever, as indicated previously, linear and curvilinear regres-
sion coefficients between erosion control and crop yields were 
not significent at the 5 percent level of probabilityP Many farm-
ers in the low conservation group raised so few acres of legumes 
that returns would have been less than economically feasible 
even had all the land been level with no erosion hazard. Rotations 
on the high conservation farms also tended to be more systematic 
in the sense that corn followed regularly after meadows had been 
down 1 or 2 years. Some of the low conservation farms had 
nearly as great an acreage of grass or legume forage as found on 
some high conservation farms. However, they more often left 
one field in hay for 4 or 5 years while cropping another field to 
grain continuously for an equal number of years. Thirty-two 
11The linear regression Y=34.9+.43aX (with Y as corn yield and X as conserVa' 
tion Index) WBS significant at " level of prohabillty greater th"n 20 percent. HOlv· 
ever, agronomic resenrch would indicate that the regression would be noolinear ns far 
a. corn yield is related to rotations and mechanical practices. 
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TABLE 4. LAND USE, YIELDS AND FEED PRODUCTION ON SAMPLE FARMS. 
Item 
Acres row crops . ................................... . 
Acres smalll!rain ................................... . 
Acres all gram ...................................... . 
Acres hay .......................................... . 
Acres rotation pasture ........... , ................... . 
Acres permanent pasture and other land ............... . 
Total acres of forage ................................ . 
Corn yield per acre ................................. . 
Hay yield per acre .................................. . 
Feed units grain produced ........................... . 
Feed units forage produced* ......................... . 
Total feed units produced ............................. . 
Percent of total feed produced in forage* .............. . 
ffigb 
conservation 
farms 
62.2 
30.3 
92.5 
25.5 
25.1 
14.0 
64.6 
63.9 
1.9 
4,475 
2,209 
6,684 
33 
Low 
conservation 
farms 
84.1 
24.5 
108.6 
21.6 
9.0 
20.5 
51.1 
52.9 
1.7 
4,866 
1,564 
6,430 
24 
.. All feeds converted to " corn equivalent on the basis of total digestible nutrient. 
(one bushel (1f corn::::! feed unit). 
percent of the intertilled acreage on the low-conservation group 
had been in grain crops for 3 or more years in succession as com-
pared to only 8 percent for the high conservation farms. Ob-
viously, a given legume acreage is less effective in increasing 
yield and income and decreasing erosion when the latter method 
rather than a systematic rotation of the hay from field to field 
is followed. Each successive year in which the land is in legumes 
can be expected to add less to thc yield of subsequent grain crops 
than the previous year of hay. 
FARMING SYSTEMS AND VOLUME OF BUSINESS 
Two aspects of the farming system found on high conservation 
farms are important in explaining a part of the greater returns. 
One of these is volume of business. The low conservation farms 
sold grain as an end product. This group of farms had corn 
sales of 1,002 bushels while the high conservation farms pur-
chased 159 bushels per farm. The two groups of farms did not 
feed significantly different proportions of grain and forage crops. 
(Neither linear nor curvilinear regression coefficients for percent 
of feed in forage and soil loss were significant at the 5 percent 
level of probability). The high conservation farms utilized a 
greater forage production (resulting from a greater acreage) by 
producing livestock which also consumed grain. Accordingly, in-
stead of selling grain as was true in the case of the low conserva-
tion farms, home-raised grains, plus some purchased grain, was 
fed along with the greater forage production on the high conser-
vation farml'l. The greater roughage production was processed 
through livestock (which also required grain) which then became 
the end market product. Accordingly, the volume of business 
was greater and in itself accounts for a part of the greater in-
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TABLE 5. MISCEJ,LANEOUS ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
FARM GROUPS. 
Item 
~~~s:af:~~~~;~*:::: :: :: ::: : :: :: : : : : : : :: :::: : : : : ::: :: 
Net production livestock' ........................... . 
Livestock investment (annual average) ................ . 
Percent feed fed in grain ............................. . 
Months labor used .................................. . 
High 
conservation 
farms 
$ 7,058 
285 
6,773 
5,110 
69.4 
16.7 
Low 
conservation 
farms 
$ 6,056 
1,348 
4,708 
3,850 
67.9 
15.8 
*Sales, inventory increase and home use less purchaEes and inventory decreases. 
come. Volume of business12 and consequently income would have 
been greater even on the low conservation farms had they proc-
essed the entire farm-raised supply of grain through livestock 
rather than to sell part as a cash crop. 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND USE OF LABOR 
The other important farming system considcrations are the 
amount of capital and labor employed. The greater output or 
volume of business on farms attaining greater degrees of erosion 
control was possible only as a greater total quantity of resonrces 
in these forms was employed. (All farms employed equal land 
inputs both in respect to quantity and quality as is evidenced in 
table 1.) The derived relationships between degree of conserva-
tion attainment and capital and labor employed are indicated 
in figs. 4 and 5, respectively. It is apparent that the higher net 
income on farms was a fnnction of employing a greater total 
quantity of resources. 'Were greater income attributable to ero-
sion control alone, equal or even fcwer resources would be ex-
pected on farms with a higher conservation index. Or, in other 
words, conservation per se would bring in greater income simply 
by the rearrangement in use of given quantities of labor and 
capital on the 160-acre farms. 'While experimental data suggest 
that this direct relationship between income and soil conservation 
is possible for farms with very poor rotations, they do not indi-
cate that farms with fairly high degrees of erosion control might 
make similar gains simply by holding resources employed con-
stant while rearranging the cropping system and application of 
mechanical practices.13 
"Except where indicated in the text, regression coefficients have not been computed 
for the items in t"bles 4 and 5. 
13'l11e rotation experiments of the Soil ConRervntion Experimental Farm in Page 
County indicate thnt OVer a period o{ 20 y~art\, a a-year rotation of corn-oats-hay 
will evelltusl\y yield a greater total grain produ"tio" from a given land area than 
will continuous corn. Thus a farmer with given reSourCes could always have 8 
greater return in the lung run by U::;illg t.he rotation. However, thiM statement does 
110t hold true for extending forage llcrenge indefinitely beyond the a·O·H rotation. 
The experiment mentioned (see Agronomy 41, 42, 43 and 45, mimeographed, Iown 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa) required 10 years before the C-O-H 
rotation yielded more grain (on a total land area basis) than continuous corn. 
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Fig. 4. (Left.) Relationship between 
investment in livestock and conservation 
index. 
Fig. 5. (Above.) Relationship between 
months of labor used and conservation 
index. 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
The major increase in capital invested on farms with a high 
degree of erosion control was in livestock (fig. 4).14 On the basis 
of the derived regression coefficients, total livestock investment 
(the average value of livestock on hand throughout the ycar) 
ranged from almost $2,000 to $5,600 on the basis of 1945 market 
values. \Vhile these figures represent the capital "tied up" in 
livestock throughout the year, it should be pointed out that in 
addition to breeding stock, they include growing pigs, fattening 
cattle and other animals in the process of being finished directly 
for thc market. The amount invcsted in breeding stock (brood 
sows, milk and young stock, bulls, etc.) was less than the average 
investment in all livestock for all farms and amounted to no more 
than $500 for some individual farms. These were, of course, 
grain farms which derived most of their income from the sale of 
eash crops. Figure 4 emphasizes the relatively greater invest-
ment in forage-consuming livestock on high as compared to low 
conservation farms. As the slope of the regression lines indicates, 
investment in grain-consuming livestock was positively associated 
with the conservation index indicating that high conservation 
farms had a greater investment even in hogs and poultry (type 
of livestock entirely unrelated to conservation farming) than 
low conKervation farms. However, the increase in investment as 
related to degree of conservation attainment was much greater 
for forllge-consumillg than for grain-consuming livestock. 
"The regression equations a,.e (1) Y=-159.8+61.899X fur all livestock (2) 
Y:=-421.9+38.821X for forage·consuming livestock and (3) y= 1279.1 + 1l:S00X 
for grain'consuming livestock. 
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Ordinarily it is expected that farms which attain a high degree 
of erosion control must have a greater investment in roughage-
consuming livestock. Outside of the range where forage is com-
plementary with grain (results in a greater total grain produc-
tion from a given land area), rotations which include increasingly 
greatcr quantities of forage are profitable generally as the addi-
tional hay or pasture is marketed through livestock. While this 
is not a necessary condition on farms where forage substitutes 
for grain at a high rate, it is true on a great number of farms 
where the ratio at which hay substitutes for grain in the rotation 
(e.g., where greater hay production reduces total grain produc-
tion from a given land area) is less than the ratio of grain to 
forage market prices. However, in the sample of farms studied, 
the high conservation farms also had a greater investment in 
grain-consuming livestock.15 This aspect of capital investment is 
not at all closely related to erosion control. Hence, the income on 
the high conservation farms which is ahributable to the latter 
forms of capital resources can be related to erosion control only 
remotely if at all. 
Analysis was also made of the amount of capital invested in 
machinery and buildings. ttl The regression coefficients for neither 
capital in machinery nor capital in buildings was significant at 
an acceptable level of probability. However, it was apparent that 
more of the farms with the higher acreages of forage (and gener-
ally those with the lowest rate of soil loss) had hay balcrs, chop-
pers and similar types of equipment. Too, a greater proportion 
of this same group of farms had cattle sheds, milking parlors 
and other livestock equipment, since the high-forage farms w,ere 
the ones with the greatest amount of forage-consuming livestock. 
However, the great variability within the sample in respect to 
thc number of tractors, combines and cornpickers undoubtedly 
obscured differcnces in capital invested in haying equipment. 
Similarly, most 160-acre farms evidently have enough excess 
capacity in existing horse barns and other buildings to care for 
the greatest portion of livestock production found on farms with 
a high conservation index. The great variability between sample 
farms in size and constructiQn of barns, granaries, cribs and 
hence in total building investment evidently offsets the relatively 
smaller adaptations in investment necessary to fit the farm or-
ganization to greater livestock production or increased forage 
output (and thus perhaps precludes the derivation of acccptablc 
regressions of building capital and conservation attainment). 
lr.Hog~ and poultry Wtore c)ussifit'd RA grn,in-('onRuming live-Rtork .while sheep and 
('attle of un kinds wt~re ('luNsifil'd us rouglwge-(~OIuml11ing Ih'estock_ 
ltNlllUlwr~ and vallIe of fartn mllchillt'ry were obtained diredly from the farJller~. 
Value of huildings was etltimnted by suhtrat"ting nn estimated vulue of huid alone 
from the tolal value uf land Ilnd buildings. While the latter undoubtedly resulted ill 
an "observational bias," it was the only procedure possible from the data obtainable. 
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Practices such as terraces, dams, fence replacement and ferti-
lizer directly related to erosion control also require some addi-
tional investment.. However, reliahle meaflurement of capital in 
these forms was impossible in the gO-farm sample since the in-
vestments had been made over a long-time period. 
LABOR 
The amount of labor used varied from slightly more than 12 
months per year on farms with the lowest conservation index to 
almost the equivalent of one and one-half full-time men per year 
on farms with the highest conservation score (fig. 5).11 (A few 
farms had the equivalent of two full-time men). The labor figures 
include the time of the operator and members of the family plus 
hired labor. Part of the added labor requirements associated 
with increased forage and livestock production can be met by a 
more effective use of the operator's time during winter and other, 
slack periods. However, a heavy livestock program such as that 
found on farms where erosion control was greatest could be car-
ried only by the use of hired labor or if two or more male mem-
bers of the family were available throughout the year. The re-
lationship between conservation index and labor used (fig. 5) 
again emphasizes the necessity of imputing an indeterminate 
portion of the income on high conservation farms to the greater 
resources used rather than conservation per se. 
'Were the lowest farms in respect to conservation to shift to 
erosion control through terraces, contouring and longer rotations, 
labor requirements would be increased somewhat. However, 
changes in these practices alone would not increase labor require-
ments to the levels found on high conservation farms unless live-
stock production was also increased to levels similar to those 
found on high conservation farms. 
CONSERVATION WITHOUT ADDED CAPITAL INPUTS 
Again it should he emphasized that the data presented on 
previous pages describe the structure of costs, income and re-
source use on farms where different degrees of erosion control 
are being attained. They do not indicate directly the returns 
forthcoming from adoption of soil conservation practices but 
rather suggest the returns for farms which generally have 
adopted farming systems which either directly or indirectly help 
control erosion. It should be emphasized also that the application 
of rotations and mechanical practices can be applied to give a 
degree of soil conservation equal to or greater than that of the 
highest index in the sample and without the addition of the 
amount of capital and labor employed on farms falling in the 
"The regression equation employed is r=4.2+.279X+.0015X'. 
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latter category. The additional roughage might, for example, be 
sold directly in the market. However, income would be less under 
this system of erosion control alone than under the farming 
systems found on farms with both a large livestock pl'ogram and 
a high degree of conservation attainment. 
MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 
Although measurement has been impossible, it is fairly obvious 
that managerial requirements or inputs are greater on farms 
with a high as compared to a low conservation index. The more 
nearly single-crop, cash-grain type of farming found on farms 
with a high computed soil loss certainly requires less knowledge 
and fewer decisions on the part of the farm .operator than the 
greater number of enterprises and increased volume of output 
on the high conservation farms. Since these systems require 
additional capital and labor, it is also necessary that the oper-
ator's managerial abilities be great enough that these additional 
resource inputs can be employed profitably. 
BUDGET ANALYSIS 
A subsample of 35 farms was selected from the original sample 
for budget analysis. While the comparisons of the previous sec-
tion suggest characteristics of existing farming systems which 
result in varying degrees of erosion control, the budget analysis 
has been employed to provide indication of changes which might 
result in organization, capital requirements, income and related 
items as given units shift to farming systems which result in 
greater erosion control and to provide certain estimates which 
were possible from analysis of the sample farms. The data for the 
previous section related to the year 1945 only in terms of yield 
and physical production. The budget analysis compares results 
between farming systems for estimated long-run "normal" crop 
yields and production. The time period assumed is long enough 
that the complete yield effects of erosion control measures might 
be reflected. (The years 1930-45 were taken as a base weather pe-
riod for estimating crop yields.) Although the basic practice data 
used for classification of the farms in the previous section ex-
tended over 5 years, some of the high-conservation farms of the 
previous section had not had all practices in effect long enough 
to fully reflect crop yield and production changes. 
BUDGETING PROCEDURE 
The basic soil conservation and cropping plans upon which the 
budget analysis is based were drawn up by farm planners in each 
of the Soil Conservation Districts included and were altered 
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somewhat where farm operators deemed necessary. Long-run 
crop yield expectations under these plans were based on ex-
perimental data from the Clarinda farm and estimates provided 
by agronomists at Iowa Statc College. Yield data for varying 
rotations and mechanical practices were reduced from experi-
mental results to a level deemed attainable under farm condi-
tions. The livestock system fitted to each farm was that which 
the individual operator indicated he would adopt under the 
suggested changes in the cropping system. Although the system 
favored by the individual may not have always been the most 
profitable alternative, it allowed full consideration to farmer 
judgment and represented the enterprise which would be most 
likely to be adopted were the suggested changes to be made. Feed 
pcr animal, production per animal and other production coeffi-
cients (input-o:utput ratios) unrelated to changes in the farming 
system .. were held constant in comparison between budget with 
existing plans for each individual farm. This step was taken in 
order to· help avoid imputations of general farming efficiency 
to conservation farming practices and systems. After these 
changes in the cropping and livestock system had been planned, 
estimated changes in capital requirements and cost and returns 
were established. Extreme detail was exercised in preparing the 
budget expectations for each farm. Allowances were made not 
only for major changes but also for each specific cost consider-
ation such as livestock death losses, seeding failures, protein feed 
costs, taxes, livestock trucking and marketing, and other costs. 
Income, costs and other value figures have been computed on the 
basis of 1945 prices only. 
Again, the analysis of this section is in terms of income, capital 
and organization as related to the complete system of farming. 
Reorganization of the livestock system for each farm was made 
to conform with the recommendations of the operator. Each 
farmer indicated his choice of livestock adjustments if numerous 
forage-grain combinations were to result from changes in the 
cropping system. Nearly all indicated that were the grain supply 
to increase (or not be reduced materially), increased forage 
would be utilized by addition of more roughage-consuming live-
stock and rcduction of cash grain sales (if grain were required 
for the roughage-consuming livestock). Under this arrangement 
most operators would hold nonroughagc-consuming livestock as 
hogs and poultry constant. Forage-consuming livestock would 
be increased at the expense of grain-consuming livestock only 
as a second alternative and in cases where changes in total quan-
tity and make-up of the feed supply so dictated. Accordingly, 
the major organization changes other than in the cropping sys-
tem were the addition of forage-consuming livestock and the 
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contraction of grain sales on farms with a low conservation index. 
Farms with a very high conservation index tended to be growing 
a greater acreage of grasses and legumes than was necessary for 
erosion control were contouring and terracing also applied. 
FORM OF PRESENTATION 
The changes in production, resource inputs, investment, income 
and other items are presented on the following pages in the 
form of means for each of the two conservation groups. This 
procedure has been followed where estimates are made for a con-
siderable number of heterogeneous items. Inferences based on 
these means have the limitations mentioped previously and should 
not be used as a suggestion of differences in adjustment between 
farms falling at either extreme of the conservation index. Esti-
mated values for the more important items are presented in the 
form of regressions in order to indicate more clearly the differ-
ences in adjustment which might hold for farms which had 
attained (at the time of the survey) different degrees of erosion 
control. For example, returns from and capital requirements 
for shifting to a conservation farming system will vary depend-
ing on the present degree of erosion control being practiced on 
the particular farm. Budget figures were computed for each farm 
and linear and curvilinear regression coefficients were derived 
for the particular items. Based on a priori hypotheses, most of 
these relations were expected to be other than linear, but an 
additional curvilinear term was not significant (at the 10 per-
cent level of probability) for numerous items. The data are 
presented in linear or curvilinear form depending on whether 
or not departure from linearity was suggested by the conven-
tional probability analysis. Because of (1) the high· degree of 
variability in the data and (2) the small sample and degrees of 
freedom, however, it is entirely possible that additional analysis 
might suggest a nonlinear relationship for particular items. IS 
FARMING SYSTEM TRANSITION 
The data of the budget analysis compare existing farming sys-
tems with projected soil conservation farming systems on iden-
tical farms. First, income and capital investment were computed 
for the farming systems as they existed at the time of the study, 
except that crop yields and related organization were adjusted 
to a level deemed consistent with the weather of the 10 years 
18Regression analysis has been used as more appropriate than tabular analyses in 
pxpressing the degree of adjustment required on farm which had attained various 
degrees of erosion control at tbe time of the sample. Because of the nature of the 
budget data, It i. not experted, however, that the usual probability statement. are 
strictly applicable. No attempt was made to derive regression coefficients for budget 
estimates where preliminary examination of seatter diagrams suggested a lack of 
relationship between the particular itpm and conservation index. 
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1936-45 taken as a base period. Second, expectations were estab-
lished for a farming system which incorporated the changes in 
rotations, mechanical practices and the livestock organizations 
mentioned previously. All data presented are for prices and 
costs levels. 
A transition period is ordinarily required for shifting from 
the existing system to a soil conservation farming system. Me-
chanical practices such as contouring and terracing may be put 
into effect in 1 year. It is only infrequently, however, that com-
plete shifts can be made in rotations and livestock systems be-
tween 2 years. Even then, the changes brought about in 1 year 
are usually of small extent. The more common procedure in-
cludes a gradual shift from one complete rotation and livestock 
system to another over a period of 4 or 5 years. The full effect 
of rotations (and certain other changes which affect yields) on 
organization and returns is not ordinarily reflected the moment 
the full plan has been adopted. Additional time is especially 
required before improved rotations can have full effect on fertil-
ity and yields and before all new seeclings of forage are harvested 
in the form of pasture and hay. 
The budget estimates of this section do not include, however, 
the period of transition. They reflect organization and expected 
returns after the plans and farming systems have been in effect 
long enough to express any increment in physical production and 
returns resulting from yield-increasing elements of the new plan 
(and with prices and costs at the 1945 level). These long-run 
figures might well differ widely from those for anyone of the 
transition years. The income effect may be negative within any 
one transition year and positive once production related to the 
conservation plan has attained a full equilibrium. A prime ob-
jective of the present study, however, was to establif.;h expccta-
tions of returns in the long run rather than in the initial period 
of adoption (were prices and costs to be at the specific level). 
(Variations in yields, production, organization and income 
through the transition period are illustrated by table 11 which 
has been prepared as a case fltudy of one farm.) 
LAND USE 
'l'he major changcfl in land use on the budget farm" are in-
(lieated in table 6. Under the cropping pattern existing in the 5 
year"s prior to the survey, the acreage of corn was somewhat 
greater on the low conservation farms than would hold under a 
rotation consisting of 2 ycarfl of corn and 1 each of flmaU grain 
and hay. lTnder the planned systems, corn acreage would COIl-
form roughly to a rotation of 2 years of earn, 1 of small grain 
and 2 of hay or pasture on all farms. Actually two or more rota-
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TABLE 6. LAND USE UNDER PRESENT AND BUDGET FARMING SYSTEMS. 
High conservation Low conservation 
, ' fann. fanns 
Item 
Present Budget Present Budget 
Acres in row crops ...... ................ 69.3 65.4 82.7 63.6 
Percent rotation land in row crops .....•.. 48.5 45,7 59.3 42.5 
Small grain ......•....•.............•.. 32.4 28.1 24.2 29.0 
Total grain acres ....................••• 101. 7 93.5 106.9 92.6 
Percent rotation land in grain ..•...••.•.• 71.7 65.4 76.4 61.8 
Hay and rotation pasture ..•.......•••... 43.1 55.4 33.0 55.3 
Pennanent pasture and waterways •••••••• 12.0 9.2 18.6 8.7 
tions were planned for each farm depending on the different 
soil types and slope groups. These ranged from 2 years of corn 
in a 4-year rotation on level land to 1 year of corn in a 6-year 
rotation on land with extreme slopes. (Each farm included some 
level land, the typical situation within the geographic area 
studied.) 
SYSTEMATIC CHOP AND SOIL MANAGEMENT 
Another important change was the reduction in acres of per-
manent pasture. Numerous farms studied devoted a considerable 
acreage to bluegrass pasture which was weedy and unproductive. 
Frequently, the land used for permanent pasture was nearest 
the barnyard and presented less of an erosion hazard than fields 
which were being cropped. By integrating this land into the 
rotation, it would (1) be unnecessary to reduce grain acreage as 
much as would be true were cropping changes brought about 
only on existing rotation land and (2) make possible a greater 
production of hay and pasture from the same land because of 
higher yielding bromegrass and legume forages substituted for 
the bluegrass pasture. 
Another important change not apparent in the data of table 6 
is the shift to more systematic rotations. The budget plans were 
based on expectations that (for a given acreage of grains and 
forages and aside from failures due to weather) grain and hay 
would be grown in regular rotation sequence. This is in contrast 
to the existing practice followed on some farms. A given field 
is often planted to corn for 4 or 5 years in succession while 
another field on the same farm is devoted to hay for an equally 
long period. When two 20-acre fields, for example, are so handled 
the average is 1 acre of legumes for each acre of grain. Yet the 
effect of the rotation hay on subsequent grain yields is entirely 
different than were an acre of grain to follow successively after 
each year of legumes. Under the existing system of farming, 27 
percent of the land on the subsample of low conservation farms 
had been in corn continuously for 3 or more years. The compa-
rable figure was 13 percent for the subsample of high conservation 
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farms. Under the planned rotations none of the land would be 
in corn more than 2 years in succession except in years when a 
seeding failure necessitated readjustment in the following years' 
cropping plans. 
The yield data are also based on .the assumption that the ma-
nure resulting from the feed fed would be applied on second-year 
corn in any instance where 2 years of corn are grown in suc-
cession. This management practice would tend to offset the deple-
tion of nitrogen by the first year of corn. This again is in con-
trast to the practice of applying manure on a hay or other field 
nearest the farm lot found on many farms. This practice again 
should be looked upon as one of general soil and farm manage-
ment rather than erosion control per se. 
RELATIVE ADJUSTMENT IN CROP ACREAGE 
The adjustment in crop acreage necessary to bring about the 
planned conservation system would require widely different 
adjustments depending on the degree of conservation already 
being attained on the subsample farms. (See figs. 6 and 7.)19 A 
few farms at the upper end of the conservation index would be 
allowed a small increase in corn and all grain. This increase 
would be partly possible through the use of a greater number of 
mechanical practices which might substitute to a small extent 
for the already large amount of grasses and legumes found on 
these farms. Too, a few acres of permanent pasture could be 
Fig. 6. (Below.) Relationship between 
change in corn acreage reduction under 
budgeted farming systems and conserva· 
tion index. 
Fig. 7. (Right.) Relationship between 
grain acreage reduction for budgeted 
farming systems and conservation index. 
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lOThe regression equations upon which these figures are based Include (1) 
:r=5~.B-.758X+.0021X' and (2) Y=62.5-.550X. 
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TABLE 7. PATTERNS OF YIELDS AND FEED PRODUCTION UNDER 
PRESENT AND BUDGET FARMING SYSTEMS. 
High conservation Low conservation 
farms farms 
Item 
Present Budget Present Budget 
Corn yield per acre (bushels) ............. 60.2 65.1 50.1 64.6 
Yield of grain feed units per acre in grain 
(corn and oats)* ...................... 45.8 50.1 42.1 49.1 
Yield of hay per acre (hay and pasture 
land) ................................ 2.0 2.6 1.6 2.6 
Total feed units produced* ........... ; •. 6985 7664 5748 7500 
Total feed units f,rain produced* ......... 4658 4680 4506 48<14 
Total feed units orage produced ......... 2327 2\184 1242 2956 
Grain feed units produced as percent of 
total feed unit production* ............. 66.7 61.1 78.3 60.6 
* All feeds converted to a corn equivalent on the basis of total digestible nutrients 
(1 bushel of corn=l feed unit). 
brought into the rotation. Farms at the other extreme of the 
conservation index would require rather important shifts both in 
the cropping pattern and the use of mechanical erosion control 
practices (especially terraces). The relative change in row crops 
would be greater than for all grains. While corn acreage would 
be reduced especially on farms with a low conservation index, 
a greater oat acreage would generally be required as a nurse 
crop for an increased annual seeding of legume and grass. 
CROP YIELDS AND PRODUCTION EXPECTATIONS 
Crop yields under existing and planned rotations are indicated 
in table 7. 20 Both have been adjusted to allow for a weather 
period comparable to that of the 10 years 1935·46 with allowances 
for seeding losses in 3 out of 20 years. In addition, crop yield 
expectations have been reduced from available experimental 
realizations to increase probability of farm attainment. Although 
less than realized under experimental conditions at the Clarinda 
experimental farm, the corn yield expectations are considerably 
above the state average. However, the major area of the farms 
studied is composed of bottomlands and Marshall silt loam, soils 
highly responsive to improved management practices. 
FEED OUTPUT 
On the basis of the budget data, total grain production would 
be increased slightly for most all farms in the subsample. On low 
conservation farms the greater grain production would be pos· 
sible because of complementary effects between grain and forage 
and because of a more systematic management of a given legume 
OOThe data in lable 7 (and subsequent lables) for Ihe present farming ")Tstem Bre 
nverages for a. subsample drawn from the original sample. Because of sampling error 
figures in table 7 and subsequent tables, these tables do not correpond exactly to 
the data of previous tables which include data for all the sample farms. 
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acreage. 'While thc grain and forage acreage would be generally 
competitive, the reduction in grain acreage on high conservation 
farms would be offset by an increased acre yield due especially 
to more systematic management including (1) a regular rotation 
sequence with meadows down for a recommended time period 
(in contrast to continuous meadows side by side with continuous 
corn) and (2) manure on second-year corn (rather than on one 
field continuously). 
Hay yields would be especially increased on farms with a low 
conservation index through substitution of brame-alfalfa or 
brome-clover mixtures for straight clover. Only slight increases 
in hay yields would be expected on the high conservation farms. 
Hay production wonld be more than doubled on the farms with 
a low conservation index while those already attaining the high-
est degree of erosion control would realize only a slight increase 
in hay and pasture production. The relative increase in all feed 
production would be greater on the low than on the high conser-
vation farms (see fig. 8) .21 Changes in the relative composition 
of total feed production would be greatest on the low conserva-
tion farms. Total grain production (measured in digestible 
nutrients) would drop only from 66.7 to 61.1 pcrcent in the high 
conservation group. 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
Although adjustments in the livestock system were limited to 
.wo~--------------------, 
expansion of an existing for-
age-consuming enterprise on 
most farms, some operators in-
dicated a shift from one type 
of roughage-consuming live-
stock as feeder eattle to an-
other as beef or dairy (milk) 
cows. A typical change was 
from a cattle feeding enter-
prise with heavy grain feeding 
to one including a greater pro-
portion of forage and less grain 
in the ration. 
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sales was estimated at $2,112 
for the low and $575 for the 
high conservation group. This 
}'ig. 8. Relationship between total feed 
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C;ONSEAVATION mOEJC system and conservation index. 
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"The regression equation (or fig. 8 is I=4240.5-62.314X+.2311X'. 
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net increase in sales was made up entirely of forage-consuming 
livestock or livestock products. Actually, the gross increase in 
foragc-consuming livestock sales was somewhat greater than this 
amount but was partially offset by a decline in hog and grain sales 
on most farms. Prospective gross sales of roughage-consuming 
livestock would also decrease on a few farms shifting from a cattle 
feeding program which required a large amount of grain and a 
small amount of hay to a cattle-raising, cattle-feeding combina-
tion or a straight feeding operation requiring a large amount 
of hay and pasture per animal. Gross farm sales would increase 
by a smaller amount than livestock sales on the greatcst number 
of farms in the budget subsample. This difference arises out of 
the fact that although livestock production and sales would 
increase as more capital and labor is employed in this method of 
forage utilization, sales of cash grain would be diminished espe-
cially on farms where soil erosion is greatest. The difference be-
tween the additions to livestock sales and gross income would be 
much less for farms with a high conservation index and would 
rcsult mainly as livestock sales include a greater proportion of 
forage-consuming and a smaller proportion of grain-consuming 
livestock. 
COSTS AND RETURNS 
- Expected changes in costs and returns for the erosion-control 
farming system are indicated in table 8. The increase in net 
returns at 1945 prices does not include a charge against the use 
of available operator or family labor which would otherwise be 
unemployed on the farm or in off-farm activity. Hence, returns 
would be less than presented Jor low conservation farms if a 
charge were placed against alllitbor. This procedure would have 
little effect on farms with the highest conservation index, how-
ever, since they generally had no surplus family labor. 
TABLE 8. INCREASE IN INCOME AND EXPENSE UNDER BUDGET 
FARMING SYSTEM. 
Increase (dollars) 
High 
Item conservation 
farms 
Livest!'ck sal';,s (livestock and livestock products)................ $575 
Gross Income ............................................... 482 
MaintenaI\ce (depreciation) expense on conservation installations 
and added fences and buildings. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 35 
Net income. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 276 
Cash operating expenset... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. 78 
Low 
conservation 
farms 
$2122 
1345 
60 
1075 
210 
*Sales, seed and home u!'led product, h'RS purchases of feed and livestock and reduc-
tion in inventory. Gross income computed in this manner is employed here rather 
than total credits in order to include only the on·farm production. 
tlncluding custom work, labor t , fuel, seed, taxes, veterinary, trucking and other 
items. Also includes annual lime and fertiliZer cost. 
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Again, it should be emphasized that the income figures sti1l do 
not reflect three important physical and economic considerations. 
(1) Although the erosion control system of farming is profitable 
at the 1945 level of prices, the results would be negative if the 
investment in livestock and other capital were made at the 1945 
level of prices with an immediate drop in prices to the 1937-41 
level, for example, and if the decrease in inventory value of the 
additional capital investment (and feed necessary for livestock) 
were charged to the change in the farming system. An equally 
rapid transition from a 1937-41 to a 1945 or other level of prices 
would have an opposite effect. The increase or decrease in returns 
in either case would be due not to the process of production but 
to changes in the economic environment. (2) Although crop 
production data have been adjusted for a time span long enough 
to average out weather fluctuations and to allow yield-effects of 
the improved rotations and practices to be reflected, the differ-
ences -in income may underestimate the economic advantage of 
the conservation farming system over a long period of time. 
If the rotation and practices under the present system on low 
conservation farms were carried forward to the distant future, 
yields and income would likely decline by much more than would 
yields on the farm in the opposite range of conservation attain-
ment. (3) Finally, the data present are static also in the sense 
that they do not indicate the economic advantage which might 
arise out of variations in rotations to meet variations in price 
levels. To the extent that soil erosion is controlled by mechanical 
practices and soil structure is not severely destroyed, income 
might be maximized over time by a cropping pattern which builds 
up fertility during a period of low prices but allows a greater 
sale of crops during periods of high prices. It has been impos-
sible to integrate these dynamic problems into the current analy-
sis because of the lack of data (especially for the rate of increase 
or decrease in crop yield as the rotation is varied over time). 
Figure 9 again suggests that the addition to returns from 
projected farming systems would be relatively greater at the 
lower as compared to the higher ranges of the conservation 
illdex. 22 Changes in income based on the regression equation 
range from $111 to almost $1,500 from the high to the low ex-
tremes of the conservation index found in the sample. This dif-
ference results from the fact that farm organization and total 
output of crop and livestock products (1) would be changed 
only slightly on farms already attaining the greatest degree of 
erosion control but (2) would be increased by large amounts on 
low conservation farms. The latter would be possible especially 
""The regression equations tor fig. 9 include (1) :f=S625.0-53.220X+.1925X" 
and (2) Y = 2729.1-41.694X + .1400X·. 
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from the value added to grain when processed through livestock 
rather than sold as a cash crop and also from a greater forage 
production processed in a similar manner. (Even were no 
changes made in cropping plans or feed production but all feed 
were processed through livestock, the increment to returns would 
still be greater for the low than for the high conservation farms. 
The low conservation farmers originally were selling an im-
portant part of their crops for cash while the high conservation 
farmers were feeding forage and grain.) 
CAPITAL INVESTMEN'l' AND LABOR 
The projected farming systems would require the additional 
capital investment indicated in table 9 and fig. 10. The addi-
tional capital investment would be largely in soil improvements 
and in livestock employed to utilize the greater forage output.23 
It would be less under the proposed system than for the existing 
system on a few farms where the operators indicated a shift 
from short feeding of heavy or medium grade cattle to a beef 
cow herd with subsequent feeding out of the young stock to a 
cattle-feeding operation based on a high-roughage ration. Live-
stock investment remained nearly the same on two farms where 
the major land use adjustment was a shift from a combination 
of Itn'ge acreage of permanent bluegrass pasture lind a smaH 
"The regression equation for fig, 10 is (1) Y=1950,6-25.625X+.0601X' Bnd (2) Y=2242,6--24.049X. 
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TABLE 9. ADDITIONAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT, ANNUAL MAINTENANCE 
COSTS AND LABOR REQUIRED FOR SHIFT TO SOIL CONSERVING 
FARMING SYSTEJ\1. 
Item 
Livestock investment* . ........... " ........................ . 
Conservation investment 
Terraces ... .............................................. . 
Waterways and trees ..........................•............ 
Dams ................................................... . 
Lime and fertilizer (nece.""ry for seedings) ................... . 
Total conservation investment ..... ....... " .................. . 
Fences . ................................................... . 
Building alterations ......................................... . 
Annual maintenance on permanent conservation installationsl 
added fences and buildings ................................ . 
Added annual labor requirements, days ........................ . 
Additional requirement 
High 
conservation 
farms 
$ 289 
126 
120 
55 
30 
331 
210 
151 
29 
Low 
conservation 
farms 
$ 830 
485 
194 
70 
286 
1040 
780 
414 
60 
14 
'Includes capital required for breeding stock nnd fint cost of feeder stock only. 
Does not include average investment over the year as in the case of the previous section. 
acreage of hay to a smaller acreage of rotation pasture and hay 
completely integrated into the crop rotation. The same livestock 
production could thus be supported with the smaller forage acre-
age which would not only complete the conservation plan but 
would also allow a greater production of forage per acre. Changes 
in livestock investment would range from $175 to around $1,400 
over the extremes of the sample (see fig. 10). 
ALTERNATIVE LIVESTOCK AD.JUSTMENTS 
A better indication of the investment alternatives for expan-
sion in specific types of forage-consuming livestock is given in 
the data of table 10. 'l'hese data have been prepared for a model 
situation which includes an assumed acreage of Marshall silt 
loam and with clover yields of 1.7 tons in rotations with 1 year 
of meadow and alfalfa-brome or clover-brome yields of 2.3 tons 
for the rotations with 2 or more years of meadow. The figures 
suggest the various possibilities in altering livestock investment 
to conform with the increased forage production in prospect 
were the rotation shifted to include a greater amount of hay 
or pasture on 100 acres. A shift from the number 1 to the num-
ber 3 rotation would double the total forage production. Simi-
larly, the investment would be about double for each type of 
livestock indicated. The increase in livestock investmcnt would 
amount to less than $600 for dairy cows, beef cows, or feeder 
cattle grazed and fed out but would amount to $3,569 for the 
medium grade yearlings and $5,993 for the 2-year-olds. How-
ever, the capital investment might actually be decreased were 
shifts made in the type of livestock. For example, a shift from 
the second to the fourth rotation would increase total forage pro-
TABLE 10. INVESTMENT IN LIVESTOCK REQUIRED TO CONSUME FORAGE PRODUCED 0::. 100 ACRES OF LAND UNDER 
DIFFERENT ROTATIONS AND LIVESTOCK SYSTE],!S. (FOR SPECIFIED HAY YIELDS AND AT 1945 PRICES.) 
- -
Investment (dollars) 
Two-year-old 
Medium grade 
yearling steers ~fedium grade 
Beef cows good-choice steers wintered on yearling· steers 
Hay Acres Total production of Dairy cows (calves sold put directly roughage and full grazed and 
yield per in hay equivalent . (200 lbs. in fan as 0:1 ful! grain fed grain 50 finished on 
Rotation acre* forage (tons) butterfat) feeders) ration days grain 
l. CCCCOM 1.7 16.7 28.4 $ 576 S 510 $ 6,035 $ 2,590 S 495 
2. CCOM 1.7 25.0 42.5 866 753 9,017 3,877 735 
3. COM 1.7 33.3 56.6 1,112 984 12,028 5,159 955 
4. CCOMM 2.3 40.0 92.0 1,858 1,614 19,613 8,432 1,607 
5. COMM 2.3 50.0 115.0 2,310 2,054 24,578 10,540 2,009 
- -- -- -- - ---------
Months required for gross sale of livestock or product to return 
initial Hvestock investment. ..... .. _ .. , .. _ .. _. _ .... _ .... _ 15 24 4 6 12).1 
<:0 
CJl 
t-:) 
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duction by a little over two times. Yet if the type of livestock 
enterprise were shifted from heavy' 2-year-old steers with an in-
itial investment of $6,035 to dairy cows, beef cows, or feeders 
grazed and fed out, the investment would drop by more than 65 
percent in each case. Adjustment from one class of livestock to 
another (or from one cattle feeding system to another) would not 
always result in a greater income from the livestock segment of 
the business. 
CONSERVATION INSTALLATION AND IMPROVEMENTS 
The investment in conservation practices indicated in table 9 
and fig. 10 includes the cost of installation with materials and 
labor charged at market rates. Many.farmers could, of course, 
install terraces and other structures with their own labor and 
with smaller out-of-pocket costs were the work done during a 
slack period in the year. Conservation investment would de-
crease accordingly. Lime and fertilizer have been included as a 
conservation cost only to the extent that they might be needed 
to obtain grass or legume seedings. The additional investment 
in fences includes both temporary and permanent fencing. The 
increased building investment represents that needed for alter-
ation of existing buildings to meet the change in livestock or-
ganization or to provide additional storage space for grain or 
hay. This item would be small on most farms, since a fairly 
large portion of the capacity in existing horse barns was unused 
or could be altered to meet the changed situation. 
Two additional capital items might be considered as necessary 
for the projected farming system. One of these is the increase 
in cash operating expense. The other item includes the feed for 
the expanded livestock system. Part of the additional grain and 
all of the forage would be forthcoming as a consequence of the 
conservation system of farming. However, part of the added 
feed necessary' under the reorganization on some farms would 
otherwise be sold and the proceeds used as a fund for operating 
expense throughout the year. In this case, a reduction in pro-
ceeds from graili sales might necessitate the borrowing of funds 
for current operations. Since this item varies so greatly through-
out the year, it has not been estimated. 
In contrast to the added livestock investment on farms which 
had attained various degrees of erosion control at the time of the 
study, investment in. erosion control installations would be di-
rectly proportional to the conservation index (a straight line in 
fig. 10). Relatively greater livestock investments would be re-
quired on farms at the low as compared to the high end of the 
conservation scale, since the latter would require only a small 
adjustment in forage production. The total added investment in 
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livestock, plus conservation installations (including fences, etc.) 
would range from $253 for a farm with a conservation index of 
90 to $2,737 for farms with an index of 35. 
The greater income indicated for the erosion-control systems 
of farming again must be imputed as much or more to the addi-
tional resources employed and the change in farming systems as 
to the act of conservation itself. In the case of only one or a few 
practices would attainment of the conservation farming system 
be possible without investment in additional resources. 
LABOR 
Additional labor requirements for the conservation farming 
system have been estimattld at the equivalent of 74 and 29 days 
for the low and high conservation groups respectively. Only a 
fraction of this additional labor was assessed as an out-of-pocket 
cost in computing changes in income. Labor was charged as a 
cash expense only in cases where the added load conflicted with 
use of the operator's time or where the present supply of family 
or hired labor was not available for a greater work load. These 
estimates were based on the operator's inventory of available 
labor and judgment of possible conflicting labor loads. 
TIMING AND RETURNS 
The estimates of this study indicate that for the farm popula-
tion studied, the productivity of capital invested in farming sys-
tems which control erosion can be high once its income-producing 
effect can be fully reflected. The combined investment (livestock, 
conservation, installations, operating expense, labor and other 
resources) might be returned over a short period of amortization, 
especially on farms with a low conservation attainment and which 
employ smaU quantities of capital. A sharp fall in prices im-
mediately following initiation of the plan with entire decrease in 
inventory value of the new investment charged against the period 
might, however, result in lower or negative results for the time 
span. Even then a drop from 1945 prices to a level as low as 
those of the 1937-41 period would still allow a positive return on 
the original investment were prices to remain at the latter level 
over a period of several years. 
The additional capital investment as well as its income-pro-
ducing effects would typically take place over a period of time. 
Table 11 presents the data for a single farm from the low conser-
vation group as a case study to illustrate the early stages of this 
transition. Income would drop in the first year due largely to a 
substitution of oats for corn acreage in order to establish new 
seedings. Income would also decrease in the second year because 
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TABLE 11. PRODUOTION, INVESTMENT AND INOOME ADJUSTMENTS ON 
A FARM DURING TRANSITION PERIOD OF CHANGING TO AN 
EROSION CONTROL SYSTEM OIl' ~'AR]\lING (AT 1945 PRICE 
AND COST LEVELS). 
Under After adoption of proposed farming system 
raresent ------------------
arming First Second Third Fourth Fifth Long·run 
system year year year year year average 
------------------
Land USe 
Com ..................... 7S 59 57 55 58 60 58 
Oats ..................... 31 51 24 34 29 26 29 
Meadow .................. 35 31 64 56 58 $9 58 
P. pasture ........•....... 12 12 8 8 8 8 8 
Crop production 
3825 Com (bu.) ................ 3310 3558 3394 3700 3954 3944 
Oats (bu.) ................ 1054 1907 918 1397 1247 1118 1247 
Hay equivalent (tons) ...... 69 62 116 110 141 161 160 
Investment in roughage-con-
$1274 sUnUng livestock ... ........ $ 784 $ 784 $1274 $1568 $1862 $1862 
Cost of conservation installa-
tions: 
Terraces ............... . xxx xxx 158 263 53 xxx 24 
Waterways ............. xxx xxx 48 35 66 xxx xxx 
Other investment-Fencing . .. xxx xxx 173 202 190 132 xxx 
Total additional capital re-
quired by years ............ xxx xxx 869 500 603 426 xxx 
Increase or decrease in income 
from present farming sys-
tem* ..................... xxx -387 -242 -122 +169 +804 +1039 
*Ohange in incomo expressed in dollars. 
hay would be substituted for corn, but yiclds of the latter crop 
would not have been increased as a result of the rotation. Total 
income would increase in the third year on this particular farm 
because of highcr expected crop yields under contouring and ter-
racing and because the livestock added to consume the roughage 
would offset declines in income due to shifts in the cropping plan. 
By the fourth year additional increments in income would be 
expected because of a greater volume of livestock sales and be-
cause added yields due to the improved rotation would then be 
realized. Similar additicns to income would be expected until 
the full plan was in operation. 
The data in table 11 are for average yield and weather ex-
pectancies mentioned earlier. It is true, of course, that variations 
in weather would cause the outcome to be considerably different 
for single years. This qualification also applies to the data of 
the previous section. It supplies estimates of 'the outcome for 
the average of a period of years. Income in individual years may 
deviate widely from this mean outcome even were prices to re-
main constant. 
The data of table 11 also suggest why the economic advan-
tage of an erosion control farming system differs between tenants 
and owner-operators. 'While the returns average positive for the 
individual who will be on his farm for several years, the outcome 
would be negative (as compared to the existing farming system) 
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for a tenant who might be on the farm for as many as 3 years. 
Although the relative returns are positive in the third year this 
holds true only because of the increased volume of livestock which 
offsets lower crop returns. The tenant who expected to leave at 
the end of the third year and hence did not expect to utilize the 
forage would realize less rcturns in this year by following the 
conservation plan. Without the additional livestock he would 
break even between the alternative farming systems only in the 
fourth year when he might realize increases in yields due to the 
more effective rotation or the conservation of moisture through 
mechanical practices. Appropriate leasing arrangements would" 
however, allow mutual gains for both landlord and tenant. 
In terms of the timing of returns for individual practices, con-
touring and terraces would more nearly have immediate benefits 
than would rotations. In years of average rainfall or less, addi-
tional yields and income would be realized in the first year of 
installation. Howcver, increments in yield and income from im-
proved rotations must partially or entirely await the process of 
(1) seeding legumes and forages within 1 year, (2) their utiliza-
tion as hay or pasture for 1 or sevcral years and finally (3) the 
production. of grain crops on the particular field .. The full re-
turns from rotations might be realized mainly only after two (or 
more) rounds of rotations where soil nitrogen and organic matter 
are well depleted. The returns of mechanical practices in the 
first year would, of course, be low or nonexistent if rainfall were 
sufficiently great and well distributed in this year. 
MANAGEMENT AND RISKS 
A greater management input would. be required on farms 
especially wherc an enterprise is added to consume the additional 
roughage. Mere expansion of an existing enterprise increases 
mainly the routine supervision required. However, addition of an 
cnterprise requires that the operator must have knowledge not 
only over a widcr range of production processes but is also faced 
with a more complex task of formulating expectations of buying 
or selling prices. Measurement of management input as it relates 
to soil conserving systems of farming has not been possible in this 
section. However, it is an important factor conditioning both the 
spccific type of livestock which is best adapted to particular oper-
ators and the economic outcome of the enterprise adopted. 
Another factor which also conditions the livestock enterprise 
best adapted to a given farm situation is the ability of the oper-
ator to withstand risks. Variability in year-to-year returns is 
greater for some livestock enterprises than for others. 'Whether 
or not the operator should adopt an enterprise which may result 
in extremely high returns in 1 year with negative returns in an-
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other as compared to one for which the returns are less variable 
from year to year (and perhaps averagcs somewhat less over 
time) depends quite largely on his capital position. If he has a 
large debt relative to total a~sets, he might best avoid enterprises 
which may result in large losses in anyone year and thereby jeop-
ardize his financial structure. Or, if he has limited capital, he 
might select roughage-consuming livestock which will minimize 
the amount of borrowed capital necessary for utilization of a 
given forage production. 'l'his possibility is illustrated by the 
extreme variation among the few enterprises indicated in table 
10. It should be remembered, however, that chance of loss is 
detcrmined not only by the equity ratio but also by the length of 
time and possibility of price variations during the period of bor-
rowing. In general, the turnover is slower for the low than for 
the high capital-investment entcrprises, thus allowing a greater 
probability that prices will fall (or rise) before any borrowed 
fund can be repaid. 
In the budget analysis of this section, no attempt other than the 
operator's own calculations was made to relate selection of live-
stock enterprises to the ability of the operator to withstand risk 
and uncertainty. 
RETURNS AND CONDITIONS OF ADOPTION 
In this study it has been emphasized scveral times that the 
estimates refer not to conservation practices per sc but to farming 
systems which include erosion control as one element. The farm-
ing systcms studied not only result in soil conservation but are 
also profitable given the availability of capital and sufficient 
managerial abilit.y. No attempt has been made to determine the 
extent to which soil conservation itself (and in its narrow sense) 
is profitable. It is possible that some of the particular prac-
tices and degrees of erosion control employed in arriving at the 
returns estimate do not themselves increase returns. However, 
returns might still be increased due to the greater resources em-
ployed in the changed farming system as a whole. 
OBSTACLES TO ADOPTION 
Farmers in, the entire sample were asked their reaction toward 
the profitability of soil conservation farming systems. While not 
all gave answers, the majority replying to the question indicated 
that they believed the practices necessary for erosion control 
were profitable in the sense that long-run returns might be 
greater than costs. Although the measurement is entirely sub-
jective, farmers who had not adoptcd one or marc of the soil 
conservation practices generally recommended in the area ranked 
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reasons for lack of adoption in this order: (1) lack of capital 
(including related risks), (2) adjustment to varying economic 
conditions, (3) limited remaining period of farm operation and 
(4) lack of technical knowledge. ',l'he low conservation farms 
especially included younger farmers and older men. Generally 
the young farmers operated with limited capital or a sizeable 
quantity of borrowed funds and were trying to secure their eco-
nomic position before an expected price drop came about. In the 
case of extremely older men with low capital reserves, an attempt 
was evidently being made to capitalize on the high postwar price 
level to provide later rctirement income. One older operator 
had all but 15 acres of ,the quarter-section unit in grain crops. On 
the side of techniques, some operators expressed the lack of know-
how in going about the job of applying conservation practices as 
the limiting factor. Occasionally a farmer expressed the belief 
that terraces might "break loose" and thus that some risk of more 
severe erosion was a possibility. Operators expressing belief that 
application of practices would not be profitable gave lack of in-
creased yields, the difficulty of weeds in corn drilled on the con-
tour and the inability to successfully manage large livestock 
enterprises as the basis for their reasoning. Increased technical 
education and assistance would be especially helpful to this group 
of operators. 
While the data presented in previous sections suggest the 
profitability of soil conservation farming systems which control 
erosion, it cannot be said that farmers are irrational in failure to 
adopt these even where profit expectations are consistent with 
possible realizations. The operator with limited capital may be 
making a sound SUbjective decision when he refuses to borrow 
additional capital, lower his equity position and hence endanger 
the survival of his farm business. Or, the operator with a large 
debt ratio and basing his price expectations on trends following 
W orId War I may similarly have been rational in placing a pre-
mium on immediate profits as a means of increasing his equity. 
These and other considerations mentioned above are limiting 
factors which must be removed if conservation farming systems 
are to be adopted to a fuller extent even on owner-operator farms. 
However, farms at the low end of the conservation scale might 
make a considerable adjustment in the direction of greater erosion 
control and increase income without adding to costs or risks. 
Especially applicable here are rotations in which forage serves 
in a complementary capacity to grain (a greater grain production 
from fewer acres) and contouring or terracing where the latter 
adds little or nothing to costs. 
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APPENDIX A 
Selection: of the sample involved several detailed steps. First, a list was 
obtained of all 140· to 1S0·acre, owner·operated farms in the six·eounty 
area. One such list was obtained from the county treasurer and another 
from the AAA committee in each county. These were partially checked 
against each other to insure inclusion of all 160-acre nnits. County plat 
books were also examined to help isolate any 160-acro units which might 
otherwise be excluded because two portions of the farm fell in different 
civil divisions. After the list of 160-acre units had been compilcd (the 
only deviation from 160 acres in the final sample was that due to roads 
and corrections from the original survey), the soil types on each farm were 
examined to determine whether the association of soils conformed to the 
limits outlined earlier. Those operating units which had been mapped by 
the Soil Conservation Service were checked against the soils map for the 
individnal farm. Maps were available for only a fraction of the farms 
on the original list. . 
Where individual maps were not available, soils were checked against 
the available county soil maps and farms were excluded from the list where 
it was apparent that the combination of soils fell outside the limits set up 
as necessary for homegeneity. A county soil map was not available in Cass 
County. Accordingly, the aerial photographs made in 1935 under the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act were used to eliminate farms which fell mainly 
on river bottoms or otherwise did not qualify in terms of extent of Marshall 
silt loam or associated soils. A sample of 130 farms was then randomly 
selected from the remaining list. It was recognized that the combination of 
soils on all 130 still might not conform to the limits established previously. 
Thus detailed soils maps were made by soil scientists for each individual 
farm which was not already mapped. After these were completed, tho final 
sample of 90 farms was selected on which the association of soils conformed 
to the limits previously set out. 
APPENDIX B 
'rhe index of soil loss used in an earlier part of this study was computed 
by a detailed analysis of the cropping system and soil treatment over the 
5·year period, 1941-45. As an initial step in deriving this index, a 5-year 
history was obtained on each individual field of each farm for the sequence 
of crops, the mechanical control practices and other treatmcnts which might 
affect soil erosion. Next the rcsults from the estimates based on the Clarinda 
experimental plots were used in estimating the annual soil loss of each field. 
Seven factors were employed in the computing of the index of soil loss on the 
basis of the 5-year history and include (1) the cropping sequence, (2) the 
degree of slope, (3) the length of slope, (4) the type of mechanical practice 
as strip cropping, contouring or terraces, (5) the supplemental soil manage· 
ment practices, (6) the type of soil and (7) previous erosion. The method 
is illustrated in the table. 
Although the factors shown are those actually used, the data are not for 
a single farm but simply indicate the procedure. The standard employed in 
computing soil loss was Marshall silt loam on a 9 percent slope of 72 feet in 
length with moderate previous erosion, medium soil management, no me· 
chanical practice, and a 3·year corn·oats-meadow rotation. Experimental 
results indicate an average annual soil of 10 tons per acre under this situa· 
tion. Accordingly, the total factor product was multiplied by 10 to obtain 
the estimated soil loss per acre on each soil area examilled.24 
"For a complete discussion of the method see: 
G. lII. Browning et Ill. A method for determining the use Ilud limitations Ilnd can. 
servation practices in the control of erosion in Iowa. Jour_ Amer. Soc. Agron., 
39(1). January 1947. 
Area Acres 
1 Item 
Factor 16 
2 Item 
Factor 23 
3 Item 
Factor 21 
4 Item 
Factor 20 
5 Item 
Factor 17 
6 Item 
Factor 14 
7 Item 
Factor 29 
APPENDIX TABLE 1. METHOD OF COMPUTING ESTIMATED SOIL LOSS PER ACRE. 
Slope Total Soil 
Soil Slope length Rotation Supplement Previous Manage- factor loss per 
type (percent) (feet) practices erosion ment product acre 
Marshall 9 72.6 C-O-M Up and down Moderate Medium 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10 
Marshall 11 72.6 C-O·M Up and down Moderate Medium 
1.0 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 13 
Marshall 11 400 C-O-M Up and down Moderate Medium 
1.0 1.3 2.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.6 36 
Marshall 11 400 C-O·M-M Up and down Moderate Medium 
1.0 1.3 2.8 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.2 22 
Marshall 11 400 CoO-MoM Contour Moderate Medium 
1.0 1.3 2.8 0.6 0.5 1.0 1.0 I.! 11 
Marshall 11 400 C-O-M-M Contour Severe Medium 
1.0 1.3 2.8 0.6 0.5 1.3 1.0 1.4 14 
Marshall 11 400 C-O-M-M Contour. Severe Good 
1.0 1.3 2.8 0.6 0.5 1.3 0.7 1.0 10 
-- - ----- --
Average loss per acre in tons = 16.6 
Total 
loss for 
area 
160 
299 
758 
440 
187 
196 
290 
c:..:> 
C> 
o 
